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ABSTRACT
The performance of telephone-based speaker verification systems can be severely degraded by the acoustic mismatch
caused by telephone handsets. This paper proposes to combine a handset selector with stochastic feature transformation to reduce the mismatch. Specifically, a GMM-based
handset selector is trained to identify the most likely handset
used by the claimants, and then handset-specific stochastic
feature transformations are applied to the distorted feature
vectors. To overcome the non-linear distortion introduced
by telephone handsets, a 2nd-order stochastic feature transformation is proposed. Estimation algorithms based on the
stochastic matching technique and the EM algorithm are derived. Experimental results based on 150 speakers of the
HTIMIT corpus show that the handset selector is able to
identify the handsets accurately (98.3%), and that both linear and non-linear transformation reduce the error rate significantly (from 12.37% to 5.49%).
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, research has focused on verifying speakers’ identity over the telephone, primarily because of the recent proliferation of electronic banking and electronic commerce. Telephone-based speaker verification, however, poses
a challenge: transducer variability could result in acoustic
mismatches between the speech data gathered from different handsets. The sensitivity to handset variations means
that handset compensation techniques are essential for practical speaker verification systems.
One possible approach to resolving the mismatch problem is feature transformation. 1 Feature-based approaches
attempt to modify the distorted features so that the resulting features fit the clean speech models better. These approaches include cepstral mean subtraction (CMS) [1] and
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signal bias removal [2], which approximate a linear channel by the long-term average of distorted cepstral vectors.
These approaches, however, do not consider the effect of
background noise. A more general approach, in which additive noise and convolutive distortion are modeled as codeworddependent cepstral biases, is the codeword-dependent cepstral normalization (CDCN) [3]. The CDCN, however, only
works well when the background noise level is low.
When stereo corpora are available, channel distortion
can be estimated directly by comparing the clean feature
vectors against their distorted counterparts. For example,
in SNR-dependent cepstral normalization (SDCN) [3], cepstral biases for different signal-to-noise ratios are estimated
in a maximum likelihood framework. In probabilistic optimum filtering [4], the transformation is a set of multidimensional least-squares filters whose outputs are probabilistically combined. These methods, however, rely on the
availability of stereo corpora. The requirement of stereo
corpora can be avoided by making use of the information
embedded in the clean speech models. For example, in
stochastic matching [5], the transformation parameters are
determined by maximizing the likelihood of observing the
distorted features given the clean models.
Although the above methods have been successful in reducing channel mismatches, most of them operate on the
assumption that the channel effect can be approximated by
a linear filter. Most telephone handsets, in fact, exhibit
energy-dependent frequency responses [6] for which a linear filter may be a poor approximation. Recently, this problem has been addressed by considering the distortion as a
non-linear mapping [7, 8]. However, these methods rely on
the availability of stereo corpora with accurate time alignment.
In this paper, we present a method in which non-linear
transformations can be estimated under a maximum likelihood framework, thus eliminating the need for accurately
aligned stereo corpora. The only requirement is to record
a few utterances uttered by a few speakers using different
handsets. These speakers do not need to utter the same set
of sentences in the recording sessions, although this may

improve the system’s performance. This paper also proposes to combine a GMM-based handset selector [9] with
stochastic feature transformations to improve the system’s
practicality. Specifically, each handset is assigned a set of
transformation parameters. During verification, the handset selector identifies the most likely handset used by the
claimant. The distorted vectors are then transformed according to the transformation parameters of the identified
handset.
2. STOCHASTIC FEATURE TRANSFORMATION
Stochastic matching [5] is a popular approach to speaker
adaptation and channel compensation. Its main idea is to
transform distorted data to fit the clean speech models or to
transform the clean speech models to better fit the distorted
data. In the case of feature transformation, the channel is
represented by either a single cepstral bias (b) or a bias together with an affine transformation matrix (  ). In the latter
case, the component-wise form of the transformed vectors
is given by

 

  

2.1. Non-linear Feature Transformation
Our proposal is based on the notion that different transformation matrices and bias vectors should be applied to transform the vectors in different regions of the feature space.
This can be achieved by extending (1) to
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Note that when D r@ and 7 2 ts , (2) is reduced to (1),
i.e. the standard stochastic matching is a special case of our
proposed approach.
u
u
u 0
Given a clean speech model Qdu r# U v & X v & Y v ' v + derived from the clean speech of several speakers (ten speakers in this work), the maximum likelihood estimates of " can
be obtained by maximizing an auxiliary function
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where   is a ! -dimensional distorted vector, " $#% &  ('*),+ is the set of transformation parameters, and  denotes the
transformation function. Intuitively, the bias . compensates the convolutive distortion and the matrix  compensates the effects of noise. The 1st-order transformation in
(1), however, has two limitations. First, it assumes that all
speech signals are subject to the same degree of distortion,
which is certainly incorrect for non-linear channels where
signals with higher amplitude are subject to a higher degree
of distortion (because of the saturation effect in transducers). Second, the use of a single transformation matrix is inadequate for an acoustic environment with a varying noise
level. Here, we propose a new approach to overcome these
limitations.
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is the posterior probability of selecting the > -th transformationR given
the distorted speech  , the speech model QSR
# 2 & X R2 &ZY R2 ' 02 + - that characterizes the distorted speech,
U
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with respect to " x . In (5) " x and " represent respectively the
new and current estimates of the transformation parameters,

is the number of distorted vectors, " 2 x $#% x2 &  x2 & 7 x2 '*),+ denotes the > -th transformation, O    5  CO is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix whose  &=  -th entry is given by
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Ignoring the termsu independent of
diagonal
u " x and assuming
u
covarianceR (i.e. Y v
diag   v -  8 &6B6BCBI&  v )  8  and likewise for Y 2 ), (5) can be written as (8) as shown on the top of
next page. The generalized EM algorithm can be applied to
find the maximum likelihood estimates of " . Specifically, in
the E-step, we use (6) and (7) to compute z v  ; then
in the M-step, we update " x according to
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These E- and M-steps are repeated until
" x " ceases to

increase.
2 In

this work, (9) was repeated 20 times in each M-step.
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gest that there are D regions in the distorted feature space
D
and regions in the clean feature space. As a result, there
are D 8 possible transformations. We can, however, reduce
this number to D by arranging the indexes  and > such that
the symmetric divergence
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between the  -th mixture of Q u and the > -th mixture of QSR
is minimal.
2.2. Piece-wise Linear Feature Transformation
When 7 v §¨s , (2) becomes a piece-wise linear version of
the standard stochastic matching (1). The maximum likelihood estimate of " can be obtained by the EM algorithm.
Specifically, in the M-step, we set the derivative of the Qfunction in (8) with respect to " x to zero, which results in
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during the E-step.

3. HANDSET SELECTOR
Unlike speaker adaptation where the transformation parameters can be estimated during recognition, in speaker verification we need to estimate the transformation parameters
before verification takes place. This is because we do not
know the claimant’s identity in advance. If the transformation parameters are estimated based on claimant’s speech

(8)

obtained in a single verification session only, all the transformed vectors, regardless of the claimant’s genuineness,
will be mapped to a region very close to the claimed model
in the clean feature space. As a result, the claimant will
likely be accepted regardless of whether he/she is a genuine
speaker or an impostor.
Therefore, to apply stochastic transformation to telephonebased speaker verification, we need to derive one set of
transformation parameters for each type of handsets that the
users are likely to use. During verification, the transformation parameters corresponding to the most likely handset
are used to transform the distorted features. This can be
achieved by applying our recently proposed handset selector [9]. Specifically, each handset is associated with one set
of transformation parameters; during verification, an utterance of claimant’s speech is fed to ¯ GMMs (denoted as
#*° 2 '*±2 + - ). The most likely handset is selected according to
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where V IO ° 2  is the likelihood of the > -th handset. Then,
the transformation parameters corresponding to the > ² -th
handset are used to transform the distorted vectors.
4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The HTIMIT corpus [10] was used to evaluate the proposed
approaches. HTIMIT was obtained by playing back a subset
of the TIMIT corpus through 9 different telephone handsets
and one Sennheizer head-mounted microphone. It is particularly appropriate for studying telephone transducer effects.
Speakers in the corpus were divided into a speaker set
(50 male and 50 female) and an impostor set (25 male and
25 female). Each speaker was assigned a personalized 32center GMM that models the characteristics of his/her own
voice. For each GMM, the feature vectors derived from the
SA and SX sentence sets of the corresponding speaker were
used for training. A collection of all SA and SX sentences
uttered by all speakers in the speaker set was used to train a
64-center GMM background model ( ¶;· ). The feature vectors were 12-th order LP-derived cepstral coefficients computed at a frame rate of 14 ms using a Hamming window of
28 ms.
For each handset in the corpus, the SA and SX sentences of 10 speakers were used to create a 2-center GMM.3
For each handset, a set of feature transformation parameters
3 Only a few speakers will be sufficient for creating these models. However, we did not attempt to determine the optimum number.

Row
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Trans. Method
Baseline
CMS
ST0, ¸º¹¼»
ST0, ¸º¹¾½
ST1, ¸º¹¼»
ST1, ¸º¹¾½
ST2, ¸º¹¼»
ST2, ¸º¹¾½

cb1
7.89
5.81
4.06
4.27
4.33
4.27
4.10
4.04

cb2
6.93
5.02
3.63
3.74
4.06
3.84
3.65
3.57

cb3
26.96
12.07
8.86
9.19
8.92
9.14
8.98
8.85

cb4
18.53
9.41
6.05
6.74
6.26
6.73
6.06
6.82

Equal Error Rate (%)
el1
el2
el3
5.79
14.09 7.80
5.26
8.88
8.44
3.57
6.78
6.66
3.68
6.95
7.06
4.30
7.44
6.39
3.83
7.01
6.98
3.63
6.94
7.23
3.53
6.43
6.41

el4
13.85
6.90
4.79
5.00
4.83
5.04
4.87
4.76

pt1
9.51
6.97
5.43
5.38
6.32
5.74
5.41
5.02

Average
12.37
7.64
5.54
5.78
5.87
5.84
5.65
5.49

senh
2.98
3.58
2.99
3.09
3.47
3.16
3.03
2.98

Table 1. Equal error rates (in %) achieved by the baseline, cepstral mean subtraction (CMS), and different transformation
approaches. ST0, ST1, and ST2 stand for stochastic transformation with 0th- 1st-, and 2nd-order, respectively. The enrollment
handset is “senh”. The last column represents the case where enrollment and verification use the same handset. The average
handset identification accuracy is 98.29%. Note that the baseline and CMS do not require the handset selector.

" were computed based on the estimation algorithms described in Section 2. Specifically, the utterances from handset “senh” were used to create Qdu , while those from other
9 handsets were used to create Q R f &CB6B6BC&EQ R*¿ . The number
^ ).
of transformations for all handset was set to 2 (i.e. D
During verification, a vector sequence À derived from
a claimant’s utterance (SI sentence)
was fed to the GMM-(Á
based handset selector #*°/ ' ,+ - . A set of transformation parameters was selected according to the handset selector’s
outputs (10). The features were transformed and then fed
to a 32-center GMM speaker model ( ¶  ) to obtain a score
(|,}{~ V  À O ¶ I ), which was then normalized according to
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the performance under matched conditions.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new channel compensation approach
to telephone-based speaker verification. Results based on
150 speakers of HTIMIT show that combining stochastic
transformation with handset identification can significantly
reduce verification error rate. Results also demonstrate that
linear and non-linear stochastic transformation attain a comparable amount of error reduction, with the non-linear one
achieving a slightly better result.
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where ¶ · is a 64-center GMM background model.  À 
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